**MISSION STATEMENT**

Our team provides expert industry knowledge, superior customer service, valuable education to the community and substantial cost savings through negotiated rates with top suppliers.

---

**FLIGHTS**

Did you know that planes produce more carbon during takeoff and landing than during the actual flight? Save time and carbon with non-stop flights. Fly economy class to reduce the emissions per passenger.

---

**ALTERNATIVES**

Consider cleaner travel: taking the train uses 30% less energy per mile than cars and 20% less than planes. If you and your colleagues must fly, carpool or share a rental to and from the airport. If flying is your only option and you’re not alone, rent or carpool together.

---

**HOTELS**

Eco-friendly hotels are doing their best to help the environment, including using flow-restrictive shower heads, low-flow toilets, energy efficient lighting and linen programs that reduce waste.

---

**DEPARTMENT DETAILS**

Yale Travel Management provides travel support to faculty, staff, visitors and students who are traveling on Yale business. We work with preferred vendors for air, hotel, rail, car rental and car service to bring excellent customer service along with negotiated discounts and benefits to the Yale community.

---

**CONNECTION TO SUSTAINABILITY**

Yale Travel Management has created a list of sustainable travel tips to help promote green business travel. Sustainable travel is all about making simple choices to lessen the negative impact on the environment. By working together and becoming more aware of these small changes, we can make a huge impact.